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Abstract
Over the past several years the crack tip opening angle (CTOA) has been identified as one of the
key fracture parameters to characterize low constraint stable tearing and instability in structural
metallic alloys. This document presents the results of experimental stable tearing
characterizations. Characterization methods include optical microscopy and marker band
measurements of crack front tunneling. Specific attention is given to the measurement methods
used, and also the correlation between CTOA and Delta-5. The effect of tunneling and
comparisons with computational results are discussed, and the effect of material and
measurement method on CTOA is observed and a clear relationship is seen. Preliminary work on
future studies into internal features and behavior is also presented.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
Background
Low constraint conditions occur in specimens having large in-plane dimensions as compared to
thickness. Stable crack extension (stable tearing) is a fracture phenomenon that occurs in these
low constraint conditions with large amounts of

Crack Tip

contained plasticity at the crack tip. The resistance to
this phenomenon has been characterized using several
candidate parameters including crack tip stress or
strain, crack-tip-opening displacement or angle, crack
tip force, energy release rates, J-integral, and tearing
modulus. The crack-tip-opening angle (CTOA) or

CTOA

CTOD
d

Figure 1.1: Definition of CTOA and CTOD a
fixed distance behind the crack tip

displacement (CTOD) at a specified distance (d) from the crack tip (see Figure 1.1 – relationship
easily derived) was shown to be the most promising for modeling stable crack growth and
instability during the fracture process [1-4].
The general failure process for a metallic material that undergoes large amounts of plastic
deformation near a pre-existing sharp crack (fatigue crack, stress-corrosion crack, etc.) in low
constraint conditions has been shown to consist of three distinct phases: (1) crack blunting/
initiation, (2) stable crack extension, (3) unstable crack extension after maximum load carrying
capacity is reached. Low constraint conditions occur when the thickness of the specimen is such
that plane stress predominates (this occurs in thin specimens). A plane strain core exists at the
mid-thickness, and the size of the core depends on the thickness of the specimen and the
material. In plane stress conditions, there are no out-of-plane stress components but there can be
significant out-of-plane deformation. In plane stress conditions the material behaves with a
significant amount of plasticity. In plane strain conditions, stresses are triaxial and the material
behaves brittle-like, with little yielding, thus less fracture resistance than the plane stress
conditions at the surface of the specimen. Because of the differences in state-of-stress between
the surface and the mid-thickness core, a crack tip will extend more easily in the plane strain core
and the crack tip at the surface will lag behind, due to the large amount of plasticity there.
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Over the past several decades, in-depth studies of stable crack extension in metallic materials
(mode I loading) have been performed using elastic-plastic finite element methods [1-12]. These
studies focused on the simulation of stable initiation and stable extension while evaluating
several local and global fracture criteria. However, one significant drawback is that a different
experimental critical CTOA value is required for each thickness of material in order to predict
stable crack growth, as the critical CTOA is dependent on the material thickness and crack-front
constraint [13]. In these simulations, 3D finite element analysis, or a 2D finite element analysis
with a plane strain core must be used. The size of the plane strain core is adjusted to match
experimental data.
A variety of studies (computational and experimental) have focused on characterizing CTOA
over its history. However, essentially none have attempted to study the internal features of the
stable tearing phenomena (such as crack tunneling), especially at the very early stages
(blunting/initiation/early tunneling). The few that studied the internal features used advanced
computational techniques and/or tedious post mortem experimental techniques to attempt to
capture internal behaviors.
Extension and Application of CTOA
Although early computational results from de Koning [1] showed that CTOA was nearly
constant after crack initiation, Shih et al [2] and Kanninen et al [3] showed that the CTOA at
initiation was larger than the value during stable crack growth. However, Newman [4] used a
constant CTOD (or CTOA) value obtained from a laboratory compact specimen to model crack
initiation, stable crack growth and instability, and predicted the failure loads on two other crack
configurations within about 10 percent of experimental failure loads. In addition, other
researchers [10-12] showed that the CTOA took on a nearly constant value after a small amount
of stable crack extension for a variety of materials and thicknesses. Some of these discrepancies
in the early finite-element based simulations of stable tearing using the CTOD/CTOA parameters
have been attributed to using a simplified assumption of either plane stress or plane strain
conditions at the crack tip, when the physics of the situation reveal that there is high-constraint
and therefore high stress triaxiality at the crack tip – implying that 3D analyses would be
required [14-16]. More recently, the finite-element method (a shell code - STAGS - and the
plane-strain core) and the CTOA failure criterion has been successfully applied to some very
2

complex structural configurations with single or multiple cracks in flat and curved stiffened
panels under severe out-of-plane deformations made of thin-sheet 2024 aluminum alloys [17-19].
A comparison of the experimental and predicted (STAGS) load vs. crack extension for a
stiffened panel with a single center lead crack and 1.3 mm MSD, as well as the relative location
of the lead crack, open holes, MSD and stiffener was performed by Seshadri, et al [18]. The
results indicated that the elastic-plastic FEM analysis and the CTOA fracture criterion can
predict stable tearing and residual strength in the presence of MSD in a complex stiffened panel
with severe out-of-plane deformations, typical of what may occur in an aircraft fuselage under
pressure.
Numerous investigators [20-33] have also experimentally measured CTOD or CTOA during the
fracture process. The results of Luxmoore, et al [20] indicated that the constant CTOA (CTOD)
value was dependent on specimen configuration. Experiments conducted by Schwalbe and
Hellmann [22] correlated a modified CTOD parameter (5 COD parameter) with crack extension
data for various specimen types. Reuter et al [23], using microtopography to reconstruct the
stable tearing process, found that CTOD was nearly linearly related to crack extension –
implying a nearly constant CTOA during stable crack extension. Llyod and Piascik [24], using a
fracture surface microtopography analysis system, measured CTOA on thin-sheet aluminum
alloy and found that CTOA was nearly constant after the blunting process. Dawicke et al [25],
using a high-resolution camera with a video system, showed the same results of a nearly constant
(critical) CTOA after a small amount of crack extension. The non-constant CTOA region
(measured at the free surface) was shown to be associated with severe tunneling (crack front at
the surface lagging behind the crack front at the mid-plane) during the initiation of stable tearing.
Key Results
Dawicke and Sutton [26] have compared the high-resolution photographic method and a digitalimaging correlation method to measure the surface CTOA values. These two methods give very
similar CTOA values on thin-sheet aluminum alloys. Mahmoud and Lease [27, 28], using these
two experimental techniques, have measured surface CTOA values on aluminum alloys of
various thicknesses. Comparing CTOA vs. crack extension results from Dawicke’s work [26] on
thin sheet 2024-T3 and Mahmoud and Lease’s work [27, 28] on thick plate 2024-T351, the thick
plate reached a constant value quicker than the thin sheet. It was also seen that for the thicker
3

specimens, the CTOA is once again nearly constant after a small amount of crack extension and
remains constant over a wide range in thickness. In addition, the non-constant CTOA region and
the scatter in measured CTOA values became smaller for the thicker specimens. Burton, et al
[31] have developed a highly automated digital image based system for capturing and analyzing
crack tip opening angle images during stable testing. This technique has been shown to provide
enhanced ability in evaluating the early blunting/initiation phase of the stable tearing process.
Burton, et al [32] showed that the constant CTOA approach can accurately simulate the loadcrack extension behavior of the laboratory fracture specimens. Looking at the experimental and
simulated load vs. crack extension response for 16 mm thick titanium C(T) specimens (W = 152
mm), Burton, et al [32] obtained three different curves representing three different levels of slant
fracture behavior observed in the experimental results.
Recently, several researchers [34-40] have investigated the CTOA obtained from alternative
methods of measuring the angle between the flanks near the crack tip. These methods were
meant as a means to simplify the measurement process by eliminating the need to accurately
locate the crack tip. In addition, a study of alternative methods by Burton, et al [31] indicates that
variation of the measurement method and/or the placement of the measurements relative to the
crack tip can have a marked effect on the behavior of the CTOA resistance curve as well as the
critical CTOA value. This introduces propagation of error in the prediction of stable crack
growth.
The tunneling phenomenon has been an issue of interest in several researchers’ studies [15, 34,
41-45], but with limited progress in literature towards predicting tunneling [46]. By applying
fatigue marker bands, but then utilizing the resulting crack front shapes in a three-dimensional,
elastic-plastic, finite-element analysis code (ZIP3D [47]), Dawicke, et al [15] showed that the
CTOA through the thickness varied significantly during the initial 3 mm of surface crack
extension but then approached a similar, constant value through the thickness after 3 mm of
extension (for 2.3 mm thick M(T)). During the initial 3 mm of surface crack extension, the
results indicated that CTOA was lower at the mid-plane (due to high constraint [45]) and higher
at the surface. James and Johnston [48] have investigated tunneling and the CTOA through-thethickness, but measuring normal to the crack front rather than parallel to the overall direction of
crack growth. Their results for surface and interior angles computationally obtained normal to
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the crack front, show that the CTOA reaches a near constant value quite quickly, relative to the
thickness of the specimens (~2.5 mm vs. 6.35 mm).
It should be noted that three-dimensional, elastic-plastic, finite-element analysis simulations
using the critical CTOA criterion are known to over-predict the amount of surface crack
extension. This is commonly attributed to the simplicity of the critical CTOA criterion, the
transition from flat to slant fracture after maximum load, and the tunneling phenomenon
combined with the fact that finite-element codes use mid-plane nodal release, thus corresponding
with the crack front at the mid-plane of the specimen rather than at the surface where
experimental critical CTOA and crack extension were measured [13, 42, 44, 49].
Framework for Thesis
This thesis will present work in the form of two journal manuscripts (one chapter each) with a
third chapter containing recent work. The first manuscript (Chapter 2) discusses various CTOA
measurement methods employed on 2024-T351 Al, as well as an investigation of tunneling and
an “apparent crack tip” determined from the various measurement methods. The effect of
tunneling on load vs. crack extension (load-a) curves from computational studies vs.
experimental studies is described as well. The second manuscript (Chapter 3) discusses various
CTOA measurements employed on three materials, to further expand the understanding of the
CTOA measurement methods used in Chapter 2. Relationships between the measurement
methods, materials and CTOA-a curve are also discussed. The additional work chapter
(Chapter 4) describes recent work performed to transition from investigations of the surface (as
in Chapters 2 and 3) to investigations of internal aspects. In addition, synchrotron-based methods
are suggested and preparations for these methods are discussed. Finally, Chapter 5 will present
overall conclusions from this work.
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Chapter 2 – CTOA Measurement Methods and Crack Tunneling in 2024‐
T351 Aluminum Alloy
By Aditya Sakhalkar, Elizabeth Frink, Samer Mahmoud, Kevin Lease
*Published online in “Strain: An International Journal for Experimental Mechanics”, 30 Dec
2008, DOI : 10.1111/j.1475-1305.2008.00579.x; then published in Volume 47, Issue s1, June
2011, Pages: e130–e141
**Note: Experimental and computational work performed by Sakhalkar, Mahmoud and Lease;
analysis and writing completed by Frink and Lease

View article at: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1475-1305.2008.00579.x/abstract
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Chapter 3 – Multiple‐Method CTOA Stable Tearing Characterization of
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manuscript
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Over the past several years the crack tip opening angle (CTOA) has been identified as one of the
most promising fracture parameters to characterize low constraint stable tearing and instability in
structural metallic alloys. This study presents the results of experimental stable tearing
characterizations performed on three typical structural metallic alloys – two aerospace grade
aluminums and a titanium alloy. Specific attention is given to the measurement methods used,
and the correlation between CTOA and Delta-5. The effect of material and measurement method
on CTOA is observed and a clear relationship is seen.
Keywords: crack tip opening angle, crack opening displacement, delta-5, stable tearing
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Introduction
The general failure process for a metallic material that undergoes large amounts of plastic
deformation near a pre-existing sharp crack in low constraint conditions has been shown to
consist of three distinct stages: (1) crack blunting/initiation, (2) stable crack extension, and (3)
unstable crack extension after maximum load carrying capacity is reached. The crack tip opening
angle (CTOA) fracture parameter has shown promise in characterizing and predicting stable
crack growth and instability [1-9]. In general, the CTOA parameter can be thought of as the
angle made by the crack flanks emanating from the crack tip (as illustrated in Figure 3.1-(a)),
however, the basis of this paper is to evaluate three specific analytical methods used to define
this parameter from actual stable tearing test data. The CTOA vs. crack extension (a) behavior
during stable tearing tests on laboratory specimens has been shown by several researchers to start
out with a relatively high angle and abruptly drop to a relatively constant angle. This constant
“plateau” is often referred to as the “critical” crack tip opening angle and the high angle region
has been shown to be associated with significant tunneling. An example of this CTOA-a
behavior is shown in Figure 3.1-(b) for sheet 2024-T351 Al.

Figure 3.1: Overview of CTOA parameter: (a) illustration of how CTOA is defined, and (b) example CTOA data showing
initial high region dropping to lower, constant region

The primary goal of this study was to investigate three methods of measuring the CTOA
parameter from experimental stable tearing test results. The secondary goal of the current study
was to investigate the CTOA values obtained from the 5-resistance curves and compare these
values to the results of the three CTOA measurement methods.
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CTOA Measurement Methods
The three methods employed in this study use at least one of three “ranges” which are shown in
Figure 3.2. The more specific locations and uses of these ranges used in each method will be
discussed in the upcoming subsections. However, in general the “surface crack tip” is the visible
point on the surface where the crack flanks come together and hinge. The “reference range” is a
small range which is not far behind the surface crack tip while the “baseline range” extends
longer and is further behind the surface crack tip. This terminology is used throughout. Each
method uses sets of points along the crack flanks to define the CTOA for each stable tearing
event. The procedure used to select these points and use them to calculate CTOA is unique to
each method.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of the three general “ranges” used in the three measurement methods

As a crack tip advances from the local fatigue pre-crack region, the CTOA value follows a given
trend which is influenced by the method of measuring CTOA. In optical microscopy (OM)
measurement of CTOA (as used in this study), user-defined measurement ranges follow along on
the crack flanks as the crack tip progresses, and in the early stages of crack propagation the crack
flanks experience several phases in general shape/separation. Due to these phases and inherent
differences in measurement methods, when methods determine CTOA in different ways within
the same measurement ranges, it can be expected that they may produce different values/trends
in CTOA. The phases that the crack flanks experience are listed below and are illustrated in
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Figure 3.3. The two phases shown in italics may not be observed in all materials and do not deal
with the shape of the flanks, so they are not included in the figure.
A. Reference range enters the initial crack region
B. Baseline range enters the initial crack region
C. Baseline range exits the blunting region (region prior to the pre-crack tip)
D. Tunneling extent remains constant
E. Flat to slant transition complete
The general behaviors of the different methods are driven by these phases and they reveal the
differences in geometries of the flanks in the initial advancing of the crack tip. Idealized
behaviors and curves of each method are discussed below using Figure 3.4 (based on what must
happen due to the nature of the measurement method), with relation to each of the observed
phases in the crack flank shapes.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of the defined phases that the crack flanks experience as the measurement ranges follow the
progressing surface crack tip
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Figure 3.4: Idealized trends for each method in the initial non-constant CTOA region (only the first several mm of surface
crack extension). The x-axis is essentially the amount of surface crack extension, but is not to scale because the phases are
shown instead

CTOA Measurement Method 1
Following the guidelines provided by ASTM E2472-06 [10] closely, Method 1 measures CTOA
at each tearing event by extending lines from the crack tip to matching sets of points on the top
and bottom flanks, as shown in Figure 3.5-(a). Nine measurements are made at set intervals
(0.125 mm) in the baseline range and the average of these measurements is the Method 1 CTOA
for a single tearing event. This method is the only method in the current study that uses the crack
tip in the CTOA measurement, is generally considered the “traditional” experimental method for
determining CTOA and has been used and discussed by Dawicke and Sutton [1], Burton et al [5],
Schwalbe et al [6], Darcis et al [8] and Sakhalkar et al [9], among others.
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Figure 3.5: General illustration of the selection of points in the three “ranges” and how the CTOA is defined using the
points, for (a) Method 1, (b) Method 2, and (c) Method 3

Generally speaking, the CTOA values obtained from Method 1 start high and then decrease to a
nearly constant value (idealized curve shown in Figure 3.4). Method 1 does not include the
reference range, so Phase A does not affect the CTOA values. Due to the nature of Method 1, as
the baseline range enters the initial crack region at Phase B, the CTOA values begin to decrease
and continue decreasing through Phase C. This is due to the crack flanks being closer together in
the initial crack region (see the generalized sketch of these phases for Method 1 in Figure 3), and
as more of the nine individual CTOA values are taken in the initial crack region, the average
CTOA value decreases. Shortly after beginning Phase C, the CTOA values level out to a
constant value. This same behavior around Phase C was observed by Burton, et al [5].
CTOA Measurement Method 2
An alternative method has recently been introduced that uses only the crack flanks to determine
the CTOA values [3, 6, 8-9, 11-12]. Rather than use the crack tip, a pair of points on the crack
flanks within the reference range are used in the measurement and the angle is calculated based
on distances between the flanks. Method 2 in the current study is a variation of this method (see
Figure 3.5-(b)). In the current study, the pair of points in the reference range is set (for
consistency) at 0.15 mm behind the crack tip. Four measurements are made in the baseline range
(0.5 to 1.5 mm behind the crack tip at 0.333 mm intervals). The individual CTOA at a
measurement location in the baseline range is given by:

CTOA 
i

 
i

r

0

i
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(3.1)

where 0 is the displacement of the flanks at the reference point in the reference range, i is the
displacement of the flanks at measurement location i in the baseline range and ri is the distance
from that measurement location to the reference point. For more details on this method, see
reference [9]. An important note on this method is that the vertex of the angle defined by the
extended flanks is not forced to meet the surface crack tip. If the vertex of the measurement
angle is located, it may converge at a point behind or beyond the actual crack tip. Potential
applications to crack front tunneling prediction will be briefly described at the end of the next
section.
As seen in Figure 3.4, the idealized curve (representing the nature of the method) for Method 2
begins at a high value as Method 1 did, but begins lower than the initial value for Method 1.
When Phase A occurs, the CTOA values for Method 2 increase sharply because this is where the
difference between the displacement in the baseline range and the reference range increases
sharply (see the generalized sketch for Phase A in Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Since the CTOA values
for Method 2 are calculated based on that difference, the CTOA values increase with the increase
in the difference. When Phase B occurs, the measured CTOA values begin to decrease and
continue decreasing through Phase C. The decrease at Phase B occurs because the baseline range
begins to enter the initial crack region where the flanks are closer together (a generalized sketch
of this phase is shown in Figure 3.3), so the displacements in the baseline range will begin to
decrease while the displacement at the reference range stays approximately the same as it was
prior to Phase B. Since the vertex of the extended lines is not forced to lie at the surface crack tip
and may actually extend beyond it, a slightly lower constant CTOA value than Method 1 may be
obtained entering into Phase C.
CTOA Measurement Method 3
An additional alternative method recently introduced [8, 9] defines sets of points in the baseline
range only and uses linear regression to fit a line to these points for each flank. The angle
between these two lines is then used to determine CTOA, as seen in Figure 3.5-(c). More details
on this method (referred to as Method 3 in this study) can be found in reference [9]. Similar to
Method 2, this method also does not force the defined lines to intersect the surface crack tip. If
the defined lines are extended to their vertex, it may lie behind or beyond the actual crack tip.
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Similar to Methods 1 and 2, the idealized curve (Figure 3.4) for Method 3 also starts at a high
CTOA value, but begins at a value lower than the initial value for both Methods 1 and 2.
Measurements in the reference range are also not included in Method 3, so Phase A does not
have an effect on the CTOA values of this method. At Phase B, a sharp increase in CTOA values
is observed. This is because the tip of the regression lines closest to the crack tip are drawn
closer together as the baseline range enters the closer together flanks in the initial crack region
(Figure 3 shows the generalized sketch of this phase), which makes a larger angle between the
lines. As the baseline range exits the blunting region completely in Phase C, the ends of the
regression lines furthest from the crack tip are also drawn together. This makes the lines more
parallel and causes a decrease in the measured CTOA values (unless the flanks are already quite
parallel before reaching this phase.
As a side note, recall that in Methods 2 and 3 it is possible for the vertex of the angle to converge
beyond the surface crack tip. Although not the focus of this study, it is of interest to determine if
the “projected crack tip” from these methods correspond to a potentially internally tunneled
crack tip. This interest was investigated on the 2024-T351 Al as it was tested with fatigue marker
bands applied so the location of the crack tip was known [9]. However, in this study, it was
found that there was no correlation between the projected crack tip and the tunneled crack tip.
Experimental CTOA Results
Three different alloys were selected for this study – 2024-T351 aluminum (Al) (thickness B =
6.35 mm), 5083-H321 Al (B = 3 mm) and Ti-6Al-4V titanium (B = 1.35 mm). Standard compact
tension (C(T)) specimens (W = 152 mm) were fabricated in the L-T orientation from these
materials. Fatigue pre-cracking (R = 0.1) was performed to an initial crack-to-width ratio of a0/W
= 0.4 at load levels to ensure that the ratio of stress intensity factor range to Young’s Modulus
(K/E) would be below 0.005 √mm. Stable tearing fracture tests were then performed, using
anti-buckling guide plates, at a constant displacement rate of 0.002 mm/sec. Several stages of
crack growth were observed in each test, where the initially sharp pre-crack tip blunted until a
tearing crack initiated and propagated. For each fracture test, an OM setup (see reference [1] for
more detail) enabled post-test measurement of CTOA, a and 5 values, where a is the surface
crack extension measured from the end of the pre-crack. Four specimens from the 2024-T351 Al
were tested and three specimens each of the 5083-H321 Al and the Ti 6-4 were tested.
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Material Behavior
The three selected materials exhibited distinct stable tearing behaviors in this study. Fracture
type and initial flank shapes were the main aspect that varied between materials. For 2024-T351
Al, the flanks remained in flat fracture for the entirety of the test. On the other hand, the Ti 6Al4V (Ti 6-4) transitioned to pure slant fracture before fatigue pre-cracking was complete, and
remained in slant fracture for the entirety of the test (through the critical CTOA surface crack
extension range – this range is discussed in more detail in a later section). Behaving between the
two extremes, a transition from flat to slant fracture was observed in the 5083-H321 Al after a
short amount of stable crack extension (a approximately equal to that of the thickness of the
specimens). Due to the flat fracture observed in the 2024-T351 Al, meandering and jagged crack
flanks (as seen in Figure 6) were the characteristic flank type for this material. Exhibiting slant
fracture during most, if not all, of the stable crack extension, both the 5083-H321 Al and the Ti
6-4 had much smoother and straighter flanks (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Flank shapes, due to fracture type, for the three materials in this study
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Close inspection of the advancing crack in the region near to the pre-crack tip reveal distinct
differences in crack flank shapes shown in Figure 3.7. The crack progresses from the pre-crack
tip in a tapered, blending transition in the 5083-H321 Al, while in the Ti 6-4 the stable tearing
crack is a distinct crack from the pre-crack, with closer, more parallel flanks. The 2024-T351 Al
flank shape falls in between these two distinctly different materials. Burton, et al [5] has
observed this same difference in flank shape between the Ti 6-4 and the 5083-H321 Al and has
attributed this to the difference in “pinching” (gross plastic deformation) between materials due
to differences in tunneling. These differences in flank shape, along with the method behaviors to
be discussed, lend explanation to differences in the CTOA-a behavior.

Figure 3.7: Transitions from blunting pre-crack tip region to stable tearing crack region for all three materials in this
study

Material and Method Effect on Initial CTOA-a Behavior
Combining the effects of differences in materials and the effects of differences in CTOA
measurement methods, different trends can be observed in the initial portion of each CTOA-a
curve. Figures 3.8-3.10 show the initial portions of the CTOA-a plots for each material, where
each data point represents a single stable tearing event. The phases A-D are shown below the xaxis in parentheses. Please note that each stable tearing test exhibited approximately 20-25 mm
of overall crack extension with only the initial 6 mm shown here to focus on the trends in the
initial stable tearing region. The trend lines were drawn by hand, and as only the first 6 mm of
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crack extension is shown, the constant region of CTOA does not represent the exact critical
CTOA for the set of data.
2024-T351 Aluminum Alloy
In the 2024-T351 Al, Method 1 CTOA values exhibited the typical CTOA-a trend, which was
illustrated earlier in Figure 3.1-(b), with only a slight initial increase in CTOA prior to the peak.
However, for Method 2 CTOA increased sharply from a lower initial value to a maximum (with
a barely noticeable dip in the peak) and then sharply decreased to a constant value. Method 3
also exhibited an atypical trend, starting at an even lower initial value than Method 2, with a
sharp, but more gradual increase to a maximum then a sharp decrease to a fairly constant CTOA
value. This initial non-constant CTOA region for the 2024-T351 Al is shown in Figure 3.8, with
the measurement method phases indicated.

Figure 3.8: Initial non-constant CTOA region for 2024-T351, with vertical lines indicating where each phase occurs
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5083-H321 Aluminum Alloy
Figure 3.9 shows the initial non-constant CTOA region for 5083-H321 Al. CTOA values for
5083-H321 Al obtained by Method 1 and Method 2 increased sharply from an initially low value
to a maximum and then sharply decreased to a constant value. Method 3 exhibited a sharp, but
slower increase from a very low value to a maximum with a sharp decrease to a constant value.

Figure 3.9: Initial non-constant CTOA region for 5083-H321 Al, with vertical lines indicating where each phase occurs

Ti-6Al-4V Titanium Alloy
The trends observed in Ti 6-4 were the most atypical of the trends in the current study. Method 1
started at a maximum (with only a slight initial increase) and then sharply decreased to a constant
value. Method 2 started low and sharply increased to a maximum and then sharply decreased to a
constant value. Method 3 started low and sharply increased to a small peak, valley and then a
constant value. Method 2 was the only method in this material that exhibited the typical decrease
from a maximum to the constant value. These trends for Ti 6-4 can be observed in Figure 3.10
and can most likely be explained by the fact that the Ti 6-4 was transitioned to slant fracture
before pre-cracking finished, if in fact the initial high CTOA values in a typical CTOA-a curve
are due to significant tunneling. In slant fracture little to no tunneling occurs so it is expected that
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there would be minimal initial high CTOA values if no tunneling occurs, which is what was
observed in the Ti 6-4.

Figure 3.10: Initial non-constant CTOA region for Ti-6Al-4V, with vertical lines indicating where each phase occurs

Experimental Critical CTOA
Taking into consideration the material and the CTOA measurement method, an interplaying
relationship can be observed on the entire CTOA-a curves (not limited to the initial 6 mm). It is
quite clear that the material has a strong role in the critical CTOA during stable tearing.
However, there is also some “interference” from the CTOA measurement method. Figures 3.113.13 present the overall CTOA-a behavior for Method 1-3, respectively, with all three materials
in each. From the results represented in these figures, the constant value (plateau) that each
CTOA-a curve eventually achieves is defined as the critical experimental CTOA value, ce.
The critical value was obtained from the experimental CTOA versus crack extension data by
averaging the CTOA values (for a given measurement method) in the range amin < a < amax,
where Equations 3.2 and 3.3 define amin and amax [10].
a min  50 /(5  B)

(3.2)

a max  W  a 0  4 B

(3.3)
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Comparisons of the critical experimental CTOA values obtained for each material and each
method are shown in Table 3.1. The coefficients of variation (COV, ratio of standard deviation to
average value) for each material and method are also included in Table 3.1. Regardless of
material, measurement Method 1 produced the highest critical experimental CTOA and the
lowest COV. This may be due to a variety of reasons, including the fact that this method uses the
actual crack tip but does not use the reference range (which is very near the crack tip and can
induce scatter [5]).

Figure 3.11: Method 1 CTOA measurements for all materials in the current study [13]
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Figure 3.12: Method 2 CTOA measurements for all materials in the current study [13]

Figure 3.13: Method 3 CTOA measurements for all materials in the current study [13]
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Table 3.1: Comparison of experimental critical CTOA values obtained in the current study for multiple measurement
methods and multiple materials [13]

Critical CTOA (ce)
2024-T351 Al

5083-H321 Al

Ti-6Al-4V

(4 tests, B=6.25mm)

(3 tests, B=3mm))

(2 tests, B=1.35mm)

Average

Coeff. of

Average

Coeff. of

Average

Coeff. of

[deg]

Variation

[deg]

Variation

[deg]

Variation

Method 1

5.48

0.20

5.93

0.15

5.37

0.13

Method 2

4.26

0.38

4.71

0.28

4.28

0.19

Method 3

3.64

0.50

5.04

0.22

3.81

0.19

5-a

3.62

--

5.55

--

2.52

--

Looking strictly at the material dependency of the COV, the 2024-T351 Al exhibited the highest
COV across the methods while the Ti 6-4 exhibited the lowest. This trend was rather pronounced
for these two materials for Methods 2 and 3 at a factor twice or more. This is likely explained by
the jagged crack flanks observed for the 2024-T351 Al (resulting in larger scatter in
measurements) and the smooth, parallel flanks observed in the Ti 6-4 (resulting in less scatter).
Regardless of the measurement method, the 5083-H321 Al alloy had the largest critical CTOA.
The smallest critical CTOA value depended on which method was employed. Looking only at
the three CTOA measurement methods (Method 1, 2 and 3), the largest CTOA (independent of
the material) was obtained using Method 1 and the smallest CTOA depended on the material.
This may be partially explained by a trend observed by Burton, et al [5] – closer than 0.5 mm to
the crack tip, the single-point CTOA measurement non-linearly increases and the measurement
decreases. Thus, Method 2, which incorporates the reference range (which is closer than 0.5
mm), is forced to include points on the flanks that are on a steeper slope than the further part of
the flank.
Combining material and method, Method 3 measurements in the 2024-T351 Al resulted in the
largest amount of scatter of the three materials and of the three methods. Method 3 relied solely
upon the crack flank shapes in the baseline range. As the 2024-T351 Al exhibited flat fracture
(led to jagged crack flanks), this may explain the large COV.
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Measurement of 5
The 5 parameter tracks the vertical displacement between two corresponding points that are
originally 2.5 mm above and below the pre-crack tip before any stable crack extension has
occurred. This was originally developed by Hellmann and Schwalbe [14-15]. Using a speckle
coating, 5 was measured with a pattern matching technique for every stable tearing event.
Experimental 5 Results
Experimental 5 results define a fracture resistance curve for the given material and specimen.
As will be discussed in this section, these results can then be used to derive CTOA results as
well. This provides another comparison to the measurements obtained thus far in previous
sections.
Overall 5 R-curve Behavior
Figure 3.14 shows the 5 R-curve for each material in the current study. All results from the
series of tests for a given material were combined to produce one R-curve for the material. In
C(T) specimens, it has been suggested [3, 10] that the 5 parameter is geometry independent and
coincides with optically measured CTOA data well within the range in Equation 3.4,


a < 0.25(W – a0),

(3.4)

so any 5 measurements beyond this limit were not included in the data sets. As can be seen in
Figure 14, the individual specimen curves for the two aluminum alloys were within a relatively
small scatter band. The early behavior of the 5 R-curve for the two aluminum alloys was very
similar and then they began to deviate from one another around 10 mm of surface crack
extension with the 5083-H321 Al displaying the higher fracture resistance. The Ti 6-4 displayed
the lowest fracture resistance. This corresponds with the parallel, close flanks observed in the Ti
6-4. In addition, the Ti 6-4 also exhibited the least amount of scatter.
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Figure 3.14: R-curves for the 5 parameter for each material in this study [13]

CTOA-a and Critical CTOA from 5 R-curve
A relationship between the 5 R-curve and CTOA value has been proposed by Heerens and
Schodel [3] and presented in Appendix X2 of [10] – the incremental slope of the 5 R-curve may
be representative of the incremental CTOA, which can be used to determine a critical CTOA. In
order to determine incremental slopes of each 5 R-curve in this study, the derivative of
exponential fits (aebx + cedx) were obtained and point-by-point slopes were calculated using the
experimentally measured surface crack extension. The resulting CTOA-a R-curves from the 5
data are shown in Figures 3.15-3.17 (by material), and compared to the optically measured
CTOA values from Method 1 (CTOAop). As seen in Figure 3.16, the resulting CTOA-a Rcurves for the 5083-H321 Al fell within the scatter of the optically measured CTOA values
(Method 1) for all of the data up to Equation 3.4 from the previous section. Conversely, the Ti 64 CTOA-a R-curves from 5 (Figure 17) fell significantly lower than the optically measured
CTOA values from Method 1, but mimicked the trend of the curve. The results for the 2024T351 Al (Figure 15) fell slightly below the scatter of the optical measurements. Note that only
Method 1 was used as an example for comparison, for simplicity purposes.
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Figure 3.15: CTOA-a curve from 5 data, compared to Method 1 results, for 2024-T351 Al

Figure 3.16: CTOA-a curve from 5 data, compared to Method 1 results, for 5083-H321 Al
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Figure 3.17: CTOA-a curve from 5 data, compared to Method 1 results, for Ti-6Al-4V

A critical CTOA value was obtained from each CTOA-a curve from 5 within the minimum
crack extension for CTOA provided in Equation 3.2 and the maximum crack extension for 5
provided in Equation 3.4. These ranges are shown in Figures 3.15 to 3.17 for each material. The
value obtained from Equation 3.4 is independent of specimen thickness or material, and since all
three materials had the same W and pre-cracking ratio, the limit obtained from Equation 4 was
the same for all three materials. It should be noted that for all three materials, amax from
Equation 3.3 was significantly beyond the extent of a for data collected in this study for all
materials. Note that the optically measured CTOA-a data extends slightly further than the
CTOA-a from 5. However, this data was also well within the maximum range for a as
defined in Equation 3. Using the same approach as for CTOA methods, the critical CTOA value
was determined by calculating the average value within the mentioned range for a for each
specimen and then an average was obtained for each material. Table 3.1 includes the average
critical 5-a CTOA values obtained from the series of tests for each material. The correlation
between the 5-a derived critical CTOA and the values obtained from the more direct CTOA
measurement methods varies for each material. The 5-a derived critical CTOA value
corresponds closely with the values obtained using the optical methods for the 5083-H321 while
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the Ti 6-4 CTOA value from the 5 R-curvedoes not closely correspond to any of the
measurement methods. The correspondence between the 5-a derived CTOA value and the
optical measurements in the 2024-T351 Al is somewhat close but there is some disagreement.
The significant disagreement in the Ti 6-4 may be attributed to the parallel crack flanks while the
slight disagreement in the 2024-T351 Al may be attributed to the observed meandering crack
flanks as well as flat fracture/significant tunneling.
It was observed while fitting curves to the 5-a data and calculating the derivative that the
nature of the fit made a significant difference in how well the resulting calculated CTOA-a data
correlated with the optically measured data. Different fits with an overall goodness of fit resulted
in different trends in the CTOA-a data from 5 which did not correlate well. Some deviated
significantly from the optical data before the 22.8 mm limit was reached and some introduced an
extra “wave” in the curve after the decrease from the initial high CTOA values. Thus the nature
of the fit can have a significant impact on the correlation of the data. This can also cause the
upper limit for a (Equation 3.4) to include “invalid” data, where the deviation from the optical
data has already occurred. In this case, Equation 3.4 would need to be modified to allow less
significant crack extension. However, this increases the difference between the ranges for optical
CTOA and 5 CTOA and it would seem that perhaps amax (Equation 3.3) for optical CTOA
should be reduced so that it is closer to the limit for 5 (Equation 3.4), resulting in better
agreement between the 5 and optical measurement methods.
Discussion
This paper discussed the results of a purely experimental study that evaluated three direct and
one indirect method of determining CTOA from experimental stable tearing data from three
materials. In doing so, insight was gained into the initial higher-angle region of the CTOA-Δa
curve as well as the constant critical CTOA region. In the initial region, it is widely accepted
that the typical high-to-low behavior of the CTOA-Δa curve is associated with significant
tunneling. From this study, it has been shown that the measurement technique can also have an
impact on this trend, regardless of whether tunneling is present. This is seen in one of the
materials investigated in this study (Ti 6-4) which exhibited a transition to slant fracture even
during pre-cracking, implying that little or no tunneling was present at the early stages of stable
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tearing. Even with little to no tunneling, the Ti 6-4 showed significant differences in the initial
behavior of the CTOA-a curve, depending on the method employed. Based on the results in
Table 3.1 earlier, large scatter exists in the data and there actually appears to be a material
dependency on the COV. As discussed earlier, this is expected to be due to differences in crack
flank shape (meandering). This may indicate a weakness involved with these types of surface
measurement methods if such scatter and inconsistent results are obtained.
In comparing the results of Table 3.1 to other published results, Mahmoud and Lease [16]
experimentally characterized critical CTOA for 2024-T351 Al using C(T) specimens (B=6.35,
W=203 mm) and determined a value of 5.17 degrees using Method 1 (compared to 5.48 degrees,
Table 3.1). Their fracture surfaces exhibited flat-to-slant transition fracture at approximately
maximum fracture load during the test. The specimens were surface machined from a 25.4 mm
thick plate. It is unclear whether the metallurgical form of the as-received plate and surface
machined plate were similar enough for direct comparison. In addition, Heerens and Schodel [3]
obtained an experimental critical CTOA value of approximately 5 degrees for 5083-H321 C(T)
specimens (B=3 mm), with W=50, 150, and 1000 mm, using a slightly modified Method 1
(compared to 5.93 degrees in this study). In their study, flat-to-slant transition occurred slightly
past pre-cracking, as was reported in the current study for 5083-H321 Al. At least some of the
discrepancies in critical CTOA could be due to the subjectivity associated with identifying the
crack tip during measurement and the normal scatter in the data.
In general, the process of running a stable tearing test (and also collecting crack opening images
for each stable tearing event) is very time consuming and ultimately involves dealing with data
containing large scatter bands. However, two main advantages may be gained from this: (1) since
CTOA is an engineering parameter attempting to explain a material-based phenomenon, it is
important to view the stable tearing process in action and (2) computer-based calibrations of
CTOA (or CTOA-based predictions) should be able to accurately predict the behavior that is
experimentally captured on the surface. Therefore, the interplay between the surface behavior
(obtained from studies such as this one) and how it correlates to the computational (interior
based) simulations is quite important.
Due to the difficulties, scatter, and objectivity involved with the experimental measurement of
CTOA, the most prevalent method over the past few decades to characterize the CTOA
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parameter has been a combined experimental/computational “calibration” process (in [2, 4, 7, 9,
17-19], for example). This process involves performing a typical stable tearing test while
collecting load-line displacement, load, and crack extension. A three dimensional elastic-plastic
finite element-based analysis (using code such as ZIP3D [20]) is then used to iterate on CTOA
(or CTOD a distance behind the crack tip) until the computational maximum fracture load
closely matches that of the experiment(s). This CTOA is then selected as the critical CTOA
(Ψc). It should be noted that these computational CTOA calibrations are based off of a midplane (center node) release algorithm. An example relevant to the current study is found in [21]
where James, et al used ZIP3D to determine Ψc = 6.8 degrees for 2024-T351 C(T) specimens
(B=6.35 mm, W=152 mm). This mid-plane value differs significantly from the experimental
surface value for the same material/thickness shown in Table 3.1 of this paper (Ψce = 5.48
degrees). Mahmoud and Lease [22] found a similar (but less extreme) trend with Ψce = 5.17
degrees and Ψc = 5.6 degrees using ZIP3D. However, the value Ψce = 5.48 degrees in Table 3.1
compares favorably with Mahmoud and Lease’s ZIP3D value of Ψc = 5.6 degrees. When
comparing these experimental versus computational values it must be kept in mind that the
experimental values are obtained by averaging what is often a large scatter band, whereas the
computational calibration method is essentially a single-point method. In addition, the
discrepancies most likely are also due to the differences in constraint between the center of the
specimen and the free surface of the specimen (with higher constraint in the center and lower
constraint near the surface).
The proposed relationship between 5 and CTOA [3] proved to be a reasonable relationship, for
the most part, in this study. This may seem the way to go as there is minimal scatter in the 5 Rcurves and a clip gage or LVDT can be used to measure the displacement, rather than having to
post-process a long series of images as in the OM methods. However, this approach is subjective
to the type of fit that is selected for use.
With the results shown in this paper and ensuing discussion, it does not appear that any one of
the three direct measurement methods has a clear advantage over the others. In the opinion of
these authors, Method 1 may provide a very mild preference due to the fact that it is already
standardized and it was shown in this study to provide the lowest COV for each material. In
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light of the comparison to the computational calibration method, none of the three methods
appeared to have an advantage.
Rather that exploring new “methods” of measuring surface CTOA, the more exciting and
potentially fruitful approach would be to perform small-scale investigations that would
simultaneously probe the state of stress and the 3D shape around the tip of the crack (in situ)
during the early and intermediate stages of the stable tearing phenomenon. This can be realized
with approaches such as in situ high-energy micro-diffraction/imaging based studies of stable
tearing. In this way we can learn more about the stable tearing phenomenon, the interplay
between CTOA and constraint, and why the CTOA fracture parameter works as well as it does.
This would increase our physical understanding, allow for improved computational verifications,
and aid in the development of a constraint based/modified engineering parameter to modify the
crack tip opening angle parameter.
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Chapter 4 – Additional Developments
Introduction
The work described in the previous two chapters/manuscripts represents detailed measurements
and analyses of two sets of existing stable tearing data. The work presented there, along with
prior Mechanical Testing and Evaluation Laboratory (MTEL) research on surface measurements
of CTOA, provide a foundation for an extension of this work which will involve continued
investigation of the stable tearing phenomena.
Although not the topic of this thesis document, Frink’s doctoral research will investigate the
internal (not just surface) aspects of the stable tearing process in situ using high energy
synchrotron x-ray imaging and diffraction. This investigation will examine aspects such as crack
tip blunting, crack initiation, tunneling, and crack tip strain fields. It will involve performing
unique stable tearing fracture tests on a specialized beamline at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. In order to transition from the end of the surface
measurement work in this thesis into the early stages of Frink’s doctoral research, several
preliminary items needed to be investigated and determined. Note that the work associated with
these preliminary items was performed at MTEL, keeping in mind the goals for APS. Some of
the preliminary questions included:
1) What test material(s) should be used at APS?
2) What fracture specimen geometry would be appropriate at APS?
3) What stable tearing tests would be necessary for preliminary surface characterization at
MTEL?
4) What is necessary to gain access to the beamline at the APS?
These questions were developed during brainstorming on how to extend our current stable
tearing research into the previously mentioned doctoral research, using the APS as the main
research tool. Although several other items have been underway during this transition, the
remainder of this chapter will provide the current status of the questions listed above.
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Material Selection
The material selection process was a three-step process based on three individual factors. Each
selection factor narrowed the pool of candidate materials until a specific material was selected,
which met all of the requirements. The material for this work was first selected based on
attenuation coefficient, which is relevant on the synchrotron beamline. The attenuation
coefficient of aluminums coupled with the typical thicknesses (approximately 1 to 6.25 mm [14]) for stable tearing specimens matches well with the range of beam energies at APS. The
second step required that the material be related to a class of materials with existing stable
tearing characterization data available for comparison. Structural aluminums (e.g. 2024-T351,
7075-T6, 5083-H321, etc) have commonly been characterized in stable tearing. The combination
of the first two factors makes aluminum alloys fitting candidate materials for surface stable
tearing characterization as well as synchrotron in situ characterization. Considerations for
diffraction made the final selection of the material – a small grain size is required in order to
obtain enough grains in the diffraction volume. Thus, a grain refined aluminum alloy was
selected which correlated with the previously mentioned factors. Based on these factors, the
material chosen was 5083-O aluminum (annealed condition, rolled sheet), which is a superplastic
material commonly used for transport and architectural applications. The material was received
from Superform USA, with an equiaxed grain size of about 10 microns [5] (compared to 2024T3 Al rolled sheet, which is anisotropic and has grain sizes on the order of 100 microns in the
rolling direction [6]).
Specimen Geometry Selection
In addition to choosing a specimen type for this study, parameters such as material orientation,
and specimen size and thickness were also considered. Compact tension (C(T)) laboratory
fracture specimens were selected for this work. This type of fracture specimen is well suited for
CTOA characterization and is specified in the ASTM standard for CTOA characterization
(ASTM E2472 Standard Test Method for Determination of Resistance to Stable Crack Extension
under Low-Constraint Conditions [7]). Compact tension specimens have been used extensively
in the past at MTEL for surface characterization. Note that the C(T) specimens used for stable
tearing characterization have large in-plane dimensions relative to their out-of-plane dimension
(thickness) in order to achieve the necessary low constraint condition for stable tearing.
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Compact tension specimens were fabricated from the 5083-O Al sheets in the T-L orientation, as
researchers have shown [8] that in this orientation the 2024-T3 alloy exhibits at least some initial
flat fracture during the beginning of the stable tearing process. It is hoped that a similar trend will
hold for our selected material. As opposed to slant fracture, flat fracture will simplify the
tomographic reconstruction process by providing a more clearly defined and wide open crack to
image. In addition, it has been shown [9] that if tunneling does occur during stable tearing, it will
occur during the flat fracture mode. Flat fracture and potential tunneling will also make the crack
shape more detectable in radiographs and tomographic scans.
The beam energies on beamline 1ID-C at APS (the “specialized” beamline mentioned
previously) could well penetrate the typical thicknesses of aluminum stable tearing specimens;
however, focusing on thicknesses on the smaller end of the spectrum of typical thicknesses will
minimize the complexities in the tomographic reconstructions. It should be noted that “typical”
tomography studies involving a crack have the luxury of a specimen (and the area of interest)
that fits within the beam size. Because of the requirement for large in-plane dimensions relative
to the out-of-plane dimension in order to achieve the low constraint condition that drives the
stable tearing phenomenon, it is not possible to shrink the specimen down to fit within the beam
(a specimen larger than the beam also increases the complexity of the tomographic
reconstruction). Thus, as long as the load capacity of the test frame (at MTEL or APS) is not
exceeded, all of the standard (ASTM E2472 [7]) stable tearing C(T) specimen sizes can be
considered. Thus, for the transitional work presented here, C(T) specimens fabricated in the T-L
orientation, with a thickness B = 1.5 mm and a width W = 152 mm were selected for the
specimens fabricated from the 5083-O material. It should also be noted that the 5083-O Al
material was provided in 1.5 mm sheet form and was tested in the as-received surface condition.
A total of 40 specimens were machined, with 20 set aside for later trips to APS or other testing
needs.
Stable Tearing Characterization
In order to develop baseline surface stable tearing characterization data for the 5083-O Al C(T)
specimens selected for use at APS, stable tearing tests were performed on a number of the
specimens at MTEL. The results from these tests were used for decision-making when moving
on to preparation for internal measurements at APS (e.g. amount of stable tearing to produce in
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samples to take to APS, amount of tunneling to expect, etc). Of the stable tearing tests
performed, two specimens were characterized (one with tunneling measurements). In both cases,
the 5083-O aluminum C(T) specimens (B = 1.5 mm, W = 152 mm) were machined to the
specifications in ASTM E2472 [7].
CTOA Measurement
Stable tearing tests were performed as described in Chapters 2 and 3. During the stable tearing
tests, crack tip images were collected simultaneously with load and crack extension every second
(using the setup described in the previous two chapters). Post-processing of the images and
measurement of CTOA was performed using Method 1 (described in detail in Ch 2 and 3).
Surface crack extension and CTOA measurements were obtained and matched with the
corresponding test data (applied load and crack extension).
Note that pre-cracking was performed (R = 0.1) to ensure that the ratio of stress intensity factor
range to Young’s Modulus (K/E) would be below 0.005 mm1/2. However, in most of the tests
performed, the final K violated this ratio. This was primarily due to the need to achieve a precrack in a timely manner and due to the erratic behavior of this superplastic material. In order to
potentially observe the effects of the higher K at the end of pre-cracking, one specimen with a
valid K/E ratio (Specimen 2) and one specimen with a larger K/E ratio (Specimen 11 –
selected because it has the most severe K of the specimens that were tested) were selected for
stable tearing characterization in this work.
Figure 4.1 shows the CTOA-a curves obtained for the two analyzed specimens using Method 1
(Specimen 2 and Specimen 11). Both specimens transitioned to single slant fracture after only
about 2 mm of surface crack extension. As shown in the figure, the typical trend (increase in
CTOA to a peak and then decrease to a fairly constant value) is observed in both specimens (see
Chapters 2 and 3). Critical CTOA was calculated using the same valid ranges described in
Chapters 2 and 3 (note that amax is well beyond the a for the data collected). The results are
shown in Table 4.1. The 5083-O Al exhibits a significantly higher critical CTOA than the heat
treated 5083-H321 Al (C(T), W = 50 mm, B = 3 mm, L-T orientation) studied by Heerens and
Schodel [10]. They observed a critical CTOA of approximately 5 degrees. Their critical CTOA is
similar to the results for 2024-T3 Al (C(T), W = 152 mm, B = 2.3 mm, T-L orientation) [8],
which exhibited a CTOA of approximately 4.5 degrees. The standard deviation observed for the
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5083-O Al in this work is almost twice that of the standard deviation observed in 5083-H321 Al
(C(T), W = 152 mm, B = 3 mm) in the previous chapter.

Figure 4.1: CTOA-a curves for Specimens 2 and 11

Table 4.1: Critical CTOA and standard deviation results

Critical CTOA

Standard Deviation

[degrees]

[degrees]

Specimen 2

10.06

1.75

Specimen 11

9.41

1.56

Average

9.74

1.66

Comparing the results for the two specimens, it seems that the CTOA-a curve for Specimen 11
peaks about 1-2 mm later than Specimen 2. However, this is difficult to distinguish due to the
scatter in the results. To investigate further, the load-a results are shown in Figure 4.2. A more
distinguished shift in the results is apparent here. In addition, while analyzing the crack tip
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images collected during testing from both specimens, it was noted that the crack tip on Specimen
11 advanced 1-2 mm before blunting and exhibiting the large angle typically observed during
stable tearing initiation. On the other hand, Specimen 2 had almost negligible crack extension
before blunting occurred. Despite the shift, both specimens reached the same maximum load and
had nearly identically behavior after instability. Note that for Specimen 2 the maximum load
occurred at approximately a = 4.5 mm, and for Specimen 11 the maximum load occurred at
approximately a = 7 mm.

Figure 4.2: Load-a curves for Specimens 2 and 11

It is speculated that the slight shift in the load-a and CTOA-a curves between specimens is
observed due to the difference in K at the end of pre-cracking (higher for Specimen 11). The
higher K at the end of pre-cracking would have induced a larger plastic zone at the crack tip
than Specimen 2 experienced. A plastic zone caused by tensile loading contains compressive
residual stresses, which resist blunting and opening of the crack. Therefore, in the case of the
larger plastic zone, it makes sense that the crack tip would have had to advance with minimal
opening in order to grown through to the other side of the plastic zone. Once out of the plastic
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zone, blunting would be able to occur more easily. Calculations of the plastic zone sizes at the
end of pre-cracking correlate closely with the amount of crack extension that occurred prior to
blunting. However it should be noted that after beginning to tear the specimen, estimates of
plastic zone size are no longer valid due to the extent of plasticity. But within the small range of
crack extension (and load application), the plastic zone size estimate should be a close indicator.
Tunneling Measurement
Application of marker bands during stable tearing tests is a tool used for observing the tunneling
of a crack front, post mortem. In this technique, the stable tearing process is stopped, and a
number of fatigue cycles are applied to obtain a difference in appearance of the fracture surface.
In most cases, this technique is applied in a “multi-specimen” method, where one marker band is
applied per specimen at various amounts of stable crack growth to obtain indications of the shape
of the tunneled crack. The downside of this is the extensive time required to perform stable
tearing on multiple specimens, as well as variations in tunneling between each specimen.
However, in Chapter 2 it was shown that a single specimen could be used with multiple marker
bands applied and with minimal to no effect on the CTOA response. In this work, marker bands
were applied in order to examine the extent of tunneling and determine how to prepare
specimens to take to APS (i.e. determine how much surface crack extension they should have
prior to going to APS in order to capture what we are after). The general process for applying
marker bands was described previously in Chapter 2. More specifically, marker bands were
applied as follows (Table 4.2) for a single specimen in this study (Specimen 11):

Table 4.2: Marker band application parameters for Specimen 11

Just Prior to Application

Marker Band Application (R = 0.7)

Pcurr [kN]

a [mm]

Pmax [kN]

Pmin [kN]

Cycles

MB1

3.13

1.74

2.55

1.79

3,458

MB2

4.50

2.05

3.59

2.51

2,620

MB3

5.28

2.20

4.24

2.97

2,463
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Marker bands were applied at an R-ratio of R = 0.7 and Pmax was given by 80% of the current
load during stable tearing. This factor was introduced in order to ensure that the crack did not
suddenly extend a large amount. Cycling was stopped after only a minimal amount of surface
crack extension was thought to be observed.
The fracture surface of Specimen 11 is shown in Figure 4.3. The marker bands can be observed,
showing slight tunneling for the second and third marker bands. However, the slight tunneling is
much less than the expected tunneling. It has been shown by many researchers [11] that the
tunneling extent is often maximized after a surface crack extension equal to the specimen
thickness, and that the extent of tunneling is equal to the thickness. At the third marker band, the
surface crack tip has extended just slightly farther than one thickness, but the tunneling extent is
very minimal. After the third marker band, the crack front transitioned into single slant fracture.
Researchers have shown that the tunneling extent generally decreases significantly after slant
fracture occurs. However, in this case, a significant amount of tunneling was not present prior to
the transition to slant fracture. So why was very minimal tunneling observed? Perhaps it is the
microstructure – isotropic grains compared to the anisotropic, long grains (in the rolling
direction) of the typical materials tested. Maybe this thickness is predominately plane stress, with
low resistance to yielding and large amounts of plasticity, and even at mid-plane, near-planestress conditions occur.

Figure 4.3: Fracture surface of Specimen 11, showing marker bands
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Preparation for APS
While characterizing the stable tearing characteristics of 5083-O Al optically at MTEL, a
General User Proposal (GUP) with the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) had to be submitted in order to request beamtime (experiment time) on
beamline 1-ID-C. Beamline 1-ID-C is equipped with a small hydraulic load frame which allows
for in situ evaluation. APS is organized into sectors and proposals are submitted to the
appropriate group of experts within APS. Beamtime is available in cycles – approximately three
months of experiment time followed by two weeks off, back on three months, etc. However,
each year the facility is shut down for a month of maintenance. Review of GUPs for the next
cycle is performed during the end of current cycle of experiment time. This is a competitive
process, and requires a proposal detailing why APS is needed, what the experimental plan
entails, how long it will take, etc. Review is based on the technical soundness and probable
success of a GUP. If a GUP is turned down during a cycle of review, it can be resubmitted the
next cycle, but will not be reviewed again. It will only get a small increase in its score, to help
“age” the GUP. If the new score is more competitive with the GUPs in the new round of reviews,
then beamtime may be rewarded. If not, resubmission may be required again the next cycle.
In July 2010 we received our first beam time – six days (or 18, eight-hour shifts). This was the
first major step in making the transition to internal observation of stable tearing. Note that we
obtained preliminary imaging and diffraction data from this visit, but the experimental setup, raw
data and analysis are outside the scope of this document.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
This thesis presented work in the form of two journal manuscripts with a third chapter containing
an overview of continued work in the area. All research was aimed at experimental
characterization of the stable tearing fracture phenomenon for metallic materials in lowconstraint conditions.
In the first manuscript (Chapter 2), various CTOA measurement methods were employed on
2024-T351 Al. The largest critical CTOA was obtained using Method 1, and the smallest was
from Method 3. Method 3 also exhibited the highest standard deviation between the various
methods. Marker bands were also applied in order to determine the extent of tunneling. The
observed extent of tunneling did not correlate to the extent of tunneling determined from the
“apparent crack tip” in Methods 2 and 3. Finally, the computational results for load-a did not
match the experimental results, without taking into account the extent of tunneling. However, the
computational critical CTOA closely matched the experimental critical CTOA from Method 1.
The measurement methods presented in Chapter 2 led into the investigation of the three materials
studied in Chapter 3. The second manuscript (Chapter 3) discussed various CTOA measurements
employed on three materials. The various effects of material behavior and method behavior were
discussed in relation to the CTOA-a behavior of each material and method. Method 1 had the
highest CTOA for all three materials, while the 2024-T351 Al had a coefficient of variation
(COV) almost twice that of the Ti-6Al-4V for all three methods. This was noted to be likely due
to the difference in crack shape (meandering versus smooth, respectively). The initial behaviors
of the CTOA-a curves were linked with the shape of the blunted initiation of the crack – more
parallel flanks (Ti-6Al-4V) versus more gradual transition/opening (the two aluminums).
From the surface characterization in Chapters 2 and 3, it becomes apparent that there is a need to
further understand the stable tearing phenomenon, perhaps from an internal point of view rather
than from the surface. The work presented in Chapter 4 discussed recent work performed to
transition from investigations of the surface (as in Chapters 2 and 3) to investigations of internal
aspects. From experimental surface CTOA characterization of 5083-O Al (the material selected
for this work) higher critical CTOA values were obtained than a 5083-H321 Al, for example.
Little tunneling was observed, even before the transition to slant fracture.
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